
 

Aadmi World Hindi Movie Shaadi Mein Zaroor Aana hd 1080p hindi is a blockbuster Bollywood film released in the year of
2017. This movie is directed by Ashwini Chaudhary and produced by Pradeep Sarkar. It was released on 12th April, 2017 and
running time of this movie is 132 minutes. Actors like Amitosh Nagpal, Swati Kapoor, Jisshu Sengupta and Gayatri Singh are
part of this film. They all done their best to make the film entertain for people . Akshaya Jadhav has written story for this Hindi
Movie. This film has soundtrack composed by Amaal Mallik. "Om Shanti Om" sung by Mika Singh is one of the best songs
sung by him. Shaadi Mein Zaroor Aana hd 1080p hindi story revolves around Siddharth Jain (Amitosh Nagpal). After his father
dies, Siddharth meets with Hetal Duggal (Swati Kapoor). Hetal and Siddharth fall in love with each other but both of them want
to marry the people they love the most. Whether they will be able to marry who they love most is all up to luck and fate. Shaadi
Mein Zaroor Aana hd 1080p hindi is a romantic movie. Siddharth is a boy from a well-to-do family. He belongs to Delhi and he
meets Hetal Duggal when he comes to meet his father in law in Lucknow. She belongs to a poor family and they do not have
much in common except their love for each other.

Shaadi Mein Zaroor Aana hd 1080p hindi has been given mostly positive reviews from the critics with the film being praised
for its storyline, performances, music, screenplay and direction. Priya Joshi from "The Times of India" gave the film three stars
and wrote that, "Shaadi Mein Zaroor Aana leaves you with a feeling that life is much more than what meets the eyes." "Aakriti"
termed it as a 'feel good' film and noted that the lead pair stole the show. Saibal Chatterjee from NDTV gave it three out of five
stars and wrote, ""Shaadi Mein Zaroor Aana" is not up there with the best of its genre but it's still watchable for its light-hearted
romance. The only drawback maybe some maybe too many crushes for Siddharth Jain. In other words, too many characters -
besides his guardian angel, Hetal - fighting for his undivided attention. But the film gets by on its charm." Naugtya Bhave from
Rediff.com gave it 3 stars and wrote, "The movie is a peppy romantic drama that leaves you smiling at the end of it."
Madhureeta Mukherjee from The Indian Express also gave a three-star rating and she mentioned that "Shaadi Mein Zaroor
Aana has a wafer thin plot but makes up for the lack of novelty with good performances and peppy music".
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